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[57] ABSTRACT

A high-speed scan device that allows most any scan-
ning sector mass spectrometer to measure preselected
gases at a very high sampling rate. The device gener-
ates a rapidly changing staircase output which is ap-
plied to the accelerator of the spectrometer and it also
generates defocusing pulses that are applied to one of
the deflecting plates of the spectrometer which when
shorted to ground deflects the ion beam away from
the collector. A defocusing pulse occurs each time
there is a change in the staircase output.

6 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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FAST SCAN CONTROL FOR DEFLECTION TYPE to prevent a buildup of mass signal due to the rising ac-
MASS SPECTROMETERS celeration voltage which tends to pull in all masses

which register at voltages below the selected value. At
This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 1 88,863 time tz the acceleration for the first gas is applied. Sev-

filed Oct. 31, 1971, now abandoned. 5 eral microseconds later at time f3 after the voltage has
r>DirMM r»c -rue iM\/civrrir>M reached full value the defocusing voltage is turned off,ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION an(J ^ desired mass js a,,owe* tQ ^ thfough {he

The invention described herein was made in the per- mass spectrometer to be recorded until time /4 at which
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- point a defocusing signal js applied to the ion beam to
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 10 prevent a buildup of mass signal. At time f5 the acceler-
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law ation for the second gas is applied. Several microsec-
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). onds later at time J8 after the voltage has reached full

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION Value> the defocusing voltage is tumed off and the de'BACKUKUUNU Uh IHt INVbN 11UN sjred mags js a,,owed to pass through the mass spec.

The invention relates generally to mass spectrome- 15 trometer to be recorded until time t7 when another de-
ters and more specifically concerns a device for provid- focusing signal is applied. This procedure is continued
ing fast scans of mass spectrometers. to time r,5 which completes a cycle of the four gases.

In order to record mass spectra by electronic means The switching circuit is then recycled to t0. The pur-
in deflection type mass spectrometers, it is necessary to pose of the defocusing signals is to eliminate false sig-
cover the mass range by either changing the ion accel- 20 nals caused by voltage rises.
eration voltage, changing the magnetic field, or provid- Three modes of operation are provided. First, there
ing separate ion collectors for each species, specific is provided an automatic mode of operation in which
values of voltages for specific magnetic field strengths the system continues to recycle through events ta to r,5
may be used, or a special instrument may be built with until stopped manually. No matter at which point in the
separate collectors for those species desired. To adapt 25 cycle the system is stopped, it will scan to automatic
or use a generally available scanning instrument, either reset to t0 for the next operation. Second, there is pro-
electrical or magnetic switching must be utilized. Most vided a single scan mode of operation in which the sys-
applications immediately rule out the use of magnetic tem cycles once from /„ to /]5, then stops. And third,
field switching as being too slow and too expensive. there is provided a manual mode of operation in which
Therefore, all past designs to use scanning instruments 30 the system advances one mass for each operation of a
for discrete species have utilized stepped acceleration start button. Returning the mode selector to single scan
voltages to accomplish the stepped scan. Past systems will reset the system to /„.
have used electromechanical means of voltage switch- The durations of the defocusing signals are fixed to
ing at rates of several seconds per step which, while ef- a value slightly larger than the rise time of the power
fective, is too slow for many applications. 3^ supply used. The durations of the scan signal are con-

It is therefore the primary purpose of this invention tinuously variable to permit control of the dwell times
to provide a fast step scan for mass spectrometers. on each peak allowing control of the duration of a com-

BRmFDESCR.PT.ONOFTHEDRAW.NGS

FIG. 1 is a timing diagram of the signals generated by 40 ration of under 5 milliseconds. Maximum duration for
the invention and applied to a mass spectrometer; each peak in the complete cycle is several seconds.

invFeSio2n!S * ^ diagr3m * "" emb°diment °f "* DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
FIG. 3 is a schematic drawing of the switching circuit Turning now to the embodiment of the invention se-

shown in FIG. 2; and lected for illustration in the drawings, the number 11 in
FIG. 4 is a schematic drawing of the defocusing FIG. 2 designates a variable frequency oscillator

switch shown in FIG. 2. (VFO) clock. This VFO clock is an ordinary oscillator
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION using a uniJunction transistor. By selecting differentNUMMARY Oh 1Mb iNVbNllUN valugs of capacitors by a five-position switch (not

The invention is an entirely electronic switching sys- shown in the drawing), five frequency ranges can be
tem which operates rapidly enough to permit dwell chosen, and by a ten turn potentiometer (not shown in
times of as little as 1 millisecond per mass peak. The the drawing) it is possible to fine control the frequency
device as constructed switches four gases, but the de- within each band with a slight overlap between bands.
sign allows for the addition of more channels at any The details of the VFO clock 11 are not shown in the
time by simply adding duplicates of existing portions of drawing since VFO clocks are well known and the de-
the control circuit. The timing diagram in FIG. 1 shows tails of the VFO clock used are not considered part of
the signals that are generated by the switching circuit this invention. Each clock pulse causes a change in the
of this invention and applied to a mass spectrometer. scan signals and causes a defocusing signal to be gener-
The staircase scan signals are applied to the accelerator 6Q ated; hence, the frequency of VFO clock 1 1 determines
of the spectrometer and the defocusing signals are ap- the dwell times of the scan signals and also the fre-
plied to any one of the deflecting plates of the mass quency of the defocusing signals. The output of VFO
spectrometer which when shorted to ground deflects clock 11, which is powered by a power supply 12, isap-
the ion beam away from the collector. The operating plied to an AND gate 13. A three-position switch 14 is
sequence of the signals applied to the spectrometer are 65 also connected to AND gate 13. In the shown position
as follows. At the beginning of the cycle /„ there is no of switch 14, power supply 12 is connected to AND
voltage applied to the mass spectrometer accelerator. gate 13, in the left position of switch 14, ground is con-
At time tt a defocusing signal is applied to the ion beam nected to AND gate 13 and in the central position of
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switch 14, the output from an inverter IS is connected 38c have breakdown voltages of 120, 90, 65, and 20,
to AND gate 13. The output of AND gate 13 is applied respectively. The breakdown voltages for the zener di-
to an input of an exclusive OR gate 16. The other input odes recited can be different from those given without
of gate 16 is supplied from a one-shot multivibrator 17 departing from this invention. However, these values
having a manual control 18. The output of exclusive 5 have been used in a workable device. In the operation
OR gate 16 is applied to a delay 19 and to a latching of switching circuit 24, when ring counter 22 is in its
flip-flop 20. The output of delay 19, which can be a initial position, logical 1 's are applied to all four of the
one-shot multivibrator, is applied to an identical delay inputs of the switching circuit. This means that the volt-
21 and to a ring counter 22 having a manual reset 23. ages applied to the terminals 30, 30a and 30b and 30c
The pulses applied to the ring counter 22 cause logical 10 are positive voltages which causes transistors 32, 32a,
O's to be produced on successive outputs of the ring and 32b and 32c to be conductive. This results in the
counter. These outputs are all connected to a switching junctions of these transistors and resistors 33, 33a, 33b
circuit 24 and to an AND gate 25. When all of the in- and 33c being at ground potential. When the upper out-
puts to AND gate 25 are a logical 1, then the output of put of ring counter 22 goes from a logical 1 to a logical
AND gate 25 is a logical 1 which is applied back to the 15 0, a negative voltage is applied to terminal 30 which
ring counter to set it to its initial position. This logical causes transistor 32 to become nonconductive. This re-
1 is also connected to inverter 15. The logical 0 signals suits in a positive potential being applied to the base of
applied to the switching circuit 24 causes it to apply transistor 37 causing it to conduct and thereby applying
high voltages to the accelerator of mass spectrometer approximately 80 volts to output terminal 40. Then
26, The voltages as applied to the mass spectrometer 20 when the second output from ring counter 22 goes
26 from switching circuit 24 are the scan signals shown from logical 1 to a logical 0, transistor 32a becomes
in FIG. 1. nonconductive which results in transistor 37a becom-

As is obvious in the drawing, the output of latching ing conductive thereby applying a voltage of approxi-
flip-flop 20 caused by each clock pulse is a pulse having mately 110 volts to output terminal 40. When the third
a duration equal to the sum of the delays caused-by 25 output of ring counter 22 goes from a logical 1 toalogi-
delay 19 and delay 21. These pulses are applied to a de- cal 0, a voltage of approximately 125 volts is applied to
focusing switch 27 which applies a high voltage to one output terminal 40 and when the fourth output of ring
of the deflecting plates of mass spectrometer 26. The counter 24 goes from a logical 1 to a logical 0, approxi-
output of focusing switch 27 is the defocusing signals mately 180 volts are applied to output terminal 40.
shown in FIG. 1. The output of mass spectrometer 26 30 The defocusing switch 28, as shown in FIG. 4, in-
is recorded by a voltage recorder 28. All of the ele- eludes an input terminal 41 which is connected through
ments disclosed in FIG. 2 are well known and are not a resistor 42 to the base of a transistor 43. Transistor
disclosed in the drawings except switching circuit 24 43 is connected between the base of a transistor 44 and
which is disclosed in detail in FIG. 3 and defocusing ground. Transistor 44 is connected between ground
switch 27 which is disclosed in detail in FIG. 4. 35 and an output terminal 45. A zener diode 46, a potenti-

The switching circuit 24 as shown in FIG. 3 includes ometer 47 and a zener diode 48 are connected in series
a terminal 30 which is connected through a resistor 31 between the 200-volt power supply and ground. The
to the base of a transistor 32. Transistor 32 is con- slider of potentiometer 47 is connected through a resis-
nected in series with a resistor 33 between a 200-volt tor 49 to the base of transistor 44.
voltage power source and ground. The junction of Iran- 40 In the operation of the defocusing switch, with no
sistor 32 and resistor 33 is connected through a zener pulse applied to terminal 41, transistor 43 is conductive
diode 34 to ground and through a potentiometer 36 which applies ground potential to the base of transistor
and a zener diode 35 connected in series to ground. 44. This makes transistor 44 nonconductive. When a
The slider of potentiometer 36 is connected to the base pulse is applied to terminal 41, transistor 43 becomes
of a transistor 37. The collector of transistor 37 is con- nonconductive and the voltage at the slider of potenti-
nected through a zener diode 38 to the 200-volt power ometer 47 is applied to the base of transistor 44. This
supply and the emitter of transistor 37 is connected renders transistor 44 conductive thereby clamping to
through a diode 39 to an output terminal 40. The fore- ground the focusing anode's voltage,
going circuitry is one of four circuits that make up In the automatic mode of operation of the embodi-
switching circuit 24. The other three circuits are identi- ment of the invention in FIG. 3, switch 14 is placed in
cal to this first circuit except some of the components the position shown. Then each of the clock pulses gen-
of the different circuits have different rated values. The crated by VFO clock 11 is applied through AND gate
breakdown voltages of zener diodes 34 and 35 are 80 13 and through exclusive OR gate 16 to delay 19 and
volts and 70 volts, respectively. Hence, when transistor to latching flip-flop 20. The pulses passed through de-
32 is not conducting there is a potential difference lays 19 and 21 are applied to flip-flop 20. Hence, the
across potentiometer 36 of 10 volts. Consequently, val- output of flip-flop 20 is a series of pulses having dura-
ues between 70 and 80 volts can be selected from the tions equal to the sum of the delays of delay 19 and
slider of potentiometer 36 and applied to the base of delay 21. These pulses are applied to defocusing switch
transistor 37, Zener diodes 34a and 35a have break- ,„ 27 which in turn pulses to ground the high voltage pres-
down voltages of 110 and 100 volts, respectively. ent on one of the deflecting plates of mass spectrome-
Therefore, the voltage applied to the base of transistor ter 26. The pulses passed through delay 19 are also ap-
37a while transistor 32a is not conducting is some pre- plied to ring counter 22 to shift its outputs. The result-
selected value between 100 and 110 volts. The break- ing outputs of ring counter 22 are applied to switching
down voltages of zener diodes 346 and 35b are 135 65 circuit 24 which produces a high voltage step signal
volts and 125 volts, respectively, and the breakdown that is applied to the accelerator of mass spectrometer
voltages of zener diodes 34c and 3Sc are 180 volts and 26. The logical O's generated at the output of ring
190 volts, respectively, Zener diodes 38, 38a, 3&b and counter 22 are also applied to AND gate 25 which pro-
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duces a logical 1 at its output when ring counter 22 • nal, with each level corresponding to a separate
goes through a complete cycle. This logical 1 applied mass peak, each time said plurality of parallel out-
to ring counter 22 sets the counter to its initial position puts change;
to begin another cycle. In this mode of operation ring means connected to the input of said first delay
counter 22 continues to recycle until switch 14 is man- 5 means and to the output of said second delay
ually placed in its center position. means for producing an electrical signal each time

In the manual mode of operation of the embodiment a pulse is applied to said first delay means having
of the invention in FIG. 2, switch 14 is placed in its left a duration beginning at the time the pulse is applied
position thus blocking the pulses generated by the VFO to the input of said first delay means and ending
clock 11. Then one-shot multivibrator 17 is manually 10 when the pulse arrives at the output of said second
operated by control 18 to generate a pulse. This pulse delay means;
is applied through exclusive OR gate 16 to delay 19 and means, connected to the output of said means for
to latching flip-flop 20. All of the circuitry responds to producing an electrical signal for defocussing the
this pulse the same way that it responds to each of the electrostatic deflector said mass spectrometer dur-
pulses in the automatic mode of operation. That is, in 15 ing the durations of each of said electrical signals;
response to the pulse a defocusing pulse is generated by
defocusing switch 27 and the output of switching cir- gating means connected to. receive said plurality of
cuit 24 changes to a different level. Then the outputs outputs from said ring counter means for resetting
of switching circuit 24 and defocusing switch 27 do not the ring counter means each time the ring counter
change until another pulse is generated by the one-shot 20 means produces a cycle of signal changes on its
multivibrator 17. outputs; and

In the single scan mode of operation, switch 14 is a variable frequency oscillator clock connected to
placed in its center position, and by manually depress- supply pulses to the input of said first delay means,
ing switch 18 a single scan is initiated. Then the system
responds to the VFO clock pulses in the same manner 25 2. A scan control according to claim 1 wherein said
that it does when it is in its automatic mode of opera- means for producing an electrical signal is a latching
tion, except when AND gate 25 produces a logical 1 flip-flop.
subsequently converted to logical 0 by inverter 15 3. A scan control according to claim 1 including a
which is applied to AND gate 13 to block the clock second gating means connected between said variable
pulses. 30 frequency oscillator clock and the inputs of said first

The advantages of the invention lie in the high speed delay and said latching flip-flop; and a switch means for
scan which allows most any scanning sector mass spec- selectively blocking said second gating means after a
trometer to measure preselected gases at a very high complete cycle of said ring counter means or maintain-
sampling rate. Original use was breath-by-breath analy- ing said second gating means open through several cy-
sis of individuals undergoing stress. However, use could 35 cles of said ring counter means whereby automatic and
be made in any instance, where high-speed scanning of single-scan modes of operation are provided,
preselected gases is desirable. 4. A scan control according to claim 3 including >

It is to be understood that the form of the invention manual means for applying pulses to said first delay and
herewith shown and described is to be taken as a pre- said latching flip-flop whereby a manual mode of oper-
ferred embodiment. Various changes may be made 40 ation is provided.
without departing from the spirit and scope of the in- 5. A scan control' according to claim 1 wherein said
vention as defined in the subjoined claims. For exam- switching circuit means includes a plurality of switch-
pie, logic circuits other than these shown could be used ing circuits with each switching circuit including a first
to accomplish the same purpose without departing zener diode, a transistor and a diode connected in a se-
from the invention. 45 ries between a voltage source and the accelerator of

What is claimed is: said mass spectrometer, a potentiometer having its
1. Scan control means for controlling the mass selec- slider connected to the base of said transistor, and

tion of a scanning mass spectrometer, said spectrome- means, connected to receive one of said parallel out-
ter including an ion source with an ion accelerator, a puts from said ring counter means, for producing
mass selective electrostatic deflector, an ion collector 50 across said potentiometer a predetermined voltage
and a recorder for recording the output of the mass when said one of said parallel outputs changes,
spectrometer comprising: 6. A scan control means according to claim 5

a first delay means; wherein said means for producing across said potenti-
a second delay means having its input connected to ometer a predetermined voltage includes a second

the output of said first delay means; 55 transistor and a resistor connected in series between
a ring counter means having its input connected to ground and said voltage source with said one of said

the output of said first delay means for producing parallel outputs connected to the base of said second
a plurality of parallel outputs that change each time transistor, a second zener diode connected in parallel
a pulse is applied to its input; with said second transistor, and said potentiometer

switching circuit means connected to receive said 60 connected in series with a third zener diode across said
plurality of outputs for applying to the accelerator second transistor,
of said mass spectrometer a different level scan sig- ( * * * * *

65


